
Protect your employees, 
keep your company operating!



100 % precision in analysis – 100 % secure privacy – 100 % visibility

SAFEDI records close contacts and analyses chains of infection much more accurate 
than any smartphone app – without using any personal data, without any misadjustment 
while using, without any accidental deactivation.

100 % visibility

Easy to use

Easy to wear

SAFEDI

Unique accuracy in contact tracing without personal data

SAFEDI for dinstance warning
SAFEDI is a 15 grams light, coinsized clip that is worn 

on the upper part of the body, close to the facial area 

which is particularly susceptible to infections. Should 

the minimum distance not be maintained, SAFEDI 

starts emitting visual and optional auditory warning 

signals and the respective SAFEDI-ID is recorded into 

a close contact tracing journal until the minimum dis-

tance is reestablished again. Thanks to its constant 

visibility, SAFEDI reminds everyone to keep a safe 

distance.

SAFEDI can be attached to your clothes 
from the right or the left side as well as 
from above.

Unique quality in data analysis

100 % secure privacy

Keeps your company operating in case of an infection

All benefits at one glance:



Anonymous Close Contact Tracing Journal
Each SAFEDI is assigned to an anonymous close contact tracing 

journal, which records all SAFEDI-IDs that have undercut the safe 

distance in the warning range, without using any personal data. 

By recording both IDs, the so-called double check, SAFEDI pro-

vides world‘s best contact tracing. The transmission works via 

Bluetooth by using SAFEDI Synchro Hub or the smartphone app.

All-round Carefree Package for your company:
SAFEDI Synchro Hub
SAFEDI Synchro Hub is a stand alone solution, which serves 

you as charging station and at the same time synchronizes the 

SAFEDI IDs into the anonymous close contact retracing journal.

No private smartphone needed

Mobile and versatile

Ready for use without WLAN

SAFEDI is always in your company and always charged

SAFEDI is always synchronized

SAFEDI Eventbox:
The SAFEDI Eventbox is the ultimate solution for events and semi-

nars. It enables the connection between a SAFEDI and a ticket or a 

confirmation of participation via NFC.

Connection with a ticket possible

SAFEDI Portal: Close contact analysis and statistics
By entering a case of infection, the SAFEDI portal lists all clo-

se contacts respectively the recorded SAFEDI-ID of the persons 

concerned. This allows the person of trust to inform them accor-

dingly. Smartphone users receive an additional push notification.

Most accurate close contact analysis

Anonymous and safe

Helpful key figures for optimal use of SAFEDI



SAFEDI Distance Control GmbH, Dr. Walter Zumtobel Strasse 2, 6850 Dornbirn, Austria, www.safedi.com

Further information and orders: www.safedi.com


